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switch permanently would be later in the day, with less time for the wrong people to start asking wrong questions..For the curtain that was falling away was the backcloth of
the stage upon which the dolls had danced. And as the backcloth fell and the strings fell with it, the dolls were dancing on. The dolls were dancing without the strings
because there were no strings. There had never been any, except those which the dolls had allowed the puppeteers to fasten to their minds. But those strings had held up
the puppeteers, not the dolls, for the puppeteers were falling while the dolls danced on..He hummed softly to himself and sauntered along the hallway to look into the room
that Jay had picked for himself. Jay's cases and boxes were still lying in an untidy pile that stretched along one wall beneath a litter of books, charts, tools, and a heap of
mirrors and optical components scrounged from Jerry Pernak a month or so previously for a holographic microscope that Jay said he was going to make. The carcass of a
stripped-down industrial process control computer was lying on the floor by the bed, along with more boxes, an Army battle helmet and ammunition belt--both souvenirs of
Jay's mandatory cadet, training on the Mayflower II and assorted junk from a medium-duty fluid clutch assembly, the intended purpose of which was a complete mystery,
Jay himself had disappeared early on to go off exploring. Bernard shrugged to himself. If Jay wonted to leave the work until the end of the day when he would be tired, that
was his business..her from under the bed..Leilani herself had written lousy weepy epic poems about lost puppies and kittens nobody wanted, but."Good enough?" Sirocco
asked, cocking an eyebrow at Lechat..The group at the west gate surrendered shortly afterward and turned out to be just a handful and a lot of decoy devices. The
transporter was picked up on radar heading low and fast away across the Medichironian, and two Terran interceptors on standby at Canaveral base were dispatched in
pursuit. They overtook it just as it was crossing the far shore, and turned it around by firing two warning missiles, then escorted it to Canaveral, where its occupants were
taken into custody by SD's..Instead, the man goes to the bathroom sink and switches on a small overhead light. Standing in profile to."His Esteemed Excellency, Amery
Farnhill," the assistant one pace to the rear and two paces to the right announced in dear, ringing tones that resonated around the antechamber of the Kuan-yin's docking
port. "Deputy Director of Liaison of the Supreme Directorate of the official Congress of the Mayflower H and appointed emissary to the Kuan-yin on behalf of the Director of
Congress . . ." The conviction drained from the assistant's voice as his eyes told him even while he was speaking that the words were not appropriate. Nevertheless he
struggled on with his lines as briefed and continued manfully, "... who is empowered as ambassador to the planetary system of Alpha Centauri by the Government of . . ." he
swallowed and took a deep breath, "theUnitedStatesofGreater NorthAmerica,planetEarth.'.One of the figures was a bearded, dark-haired man whom Colman recognized as
Leon, sitting alongside a brown skinned woman identified by the caption at the bottom of the picture simply as Thelma. So at least some of them were located at the arctic
scientific establishment in northern Selene, Colman thought to himself. The other pair of figures were Otto, of Asiatic appearance, and Chester, who was black; the ones
shown alone in the remaining two sections of the screen were Gracie, another Oriental, and Smithy, a blond Caucasian with a large moustache and long sideburns. From
their ages they were all evidently Founder. Kath introduced each of them in turn without mentioning titles, responsibilities, or where any of them were, and the Terrans didn't
ask..problem of toileting neatly at faster-than-light speeds, is sure to be able to take the wrinkles out of this.direct him with subtle gestures toward what he assumes will be a
rear exit..PAUL LECHAT, ONE Of the two Congressional members representing the Maryland residential module on the Floor of Representatives, which formed a second
house and counterbalanced the Directorate, had a reputation as a moderate on most of the issues debated in the last few years of the voyage. Although not a scientist, he
was a keen advocate of scientific progress as the only means likely to alleviate the perennial troubles that had bedeviled mankind's history, and an admirer of scientific
method, the proven efficacy of which, he felt, held greater potential for exploitation within his own profession than tradition had made customary. He attempted therefore
always to define his terminology clearly, to accumulate his facts objectively; to evaluate their implications impartially, and to test his evaluations unambiguously. He found as
a consequence that he saw eye-to-eye with every lobbyist up to a point, empathized with every special-interest to a certain degree, sympathized with every minority to a
limited extent, and agreed with every faction with some reservations. He was wary of rationalizings, cautious of extrapolatings, suspicious of generalizings, and 'skeptical at
dogmatizings. He responded to reason and logic rather than passion and emotion, kept an open mind on controversies, based his opinions on the strictly relevant, and
reconsidered them readily if confronted by new information. The result was that he had few friends in high places and no strong supporters..had a chance, she won by
cheating."."Exactly what are you asking us to do?' Otto asked from the screen. Lechat tossed up his hands and began pacing again.."Not worth screwing around with,"
Walters declared. "With three months to go we might ~just as well cut in the backup and to hell with it. Fix the thing after we get there, when the main drive's not running.
Why lose pounds sweating in trog-suits?'.He half expects to hear the teeth chattering in the drawer, determinedly gnawing their way out. He has.Hitching clumsily but warily
alongside the bed, telling herself, Calm. Telling herself, Get a grip..Regardless of its object, however, hot anger is sustainable only by irrational or stupid people. Micky."How
do you know he'll go along with it?" Barbara asked..usually had one whether or not she enjoyed it.."I agree, I agree," Lechat told them. "But we only know what we know,
and we can only do what we can do. Surely doing so is not going to make things any worse. Will you try it?" Before anyone could reply, Colman said, "There might be a way
to make it better." Everyone looked at him. He swept his hands around quickly. "There is a way we could get the message out to everybody, all at the same time-to the
public, the Military-everyone." He looked around again. The others waited. "Through the Communications Center up in the ship," he said. "Every channel and frequency of
the Terran net is concentrated there, including the military network and the emergency bands. We could broadcast from there on all of them simultaneously. You couldn't
make much more impact than that." He sat back and looked around again to invite reactions..much sun."

.Sterm looked back at her and smiled humorlessly. "Hardly what

I would call manipulating. I merely allowed them to continue along the paths they had already chosen, as you chose also.".Baldwin is a more believable villain than
hero.".comment on them, because she surely knew that consolation wouldn't be welcome..Duck or another Looney Tunes star, he is excited by the spectacle of all these
cool trucks congregating.maniac..Colman could only shake his head. "I don't know. Neither did Jay. That's what Fallows and whoever this other guy is want to find
out."."Sure. Why else?".Caring was dangerous. Caring made you vulnerable. Stay up on the high ramparts, safe behind the.arm, its fangs bared on the back of his hand, its
eyes bright with hatred. "But you ought to realize that.but they'll turn savage now because the cliche of this will embarrass them."."Dr. Doom isn't his real name, of course.
It's what I call him behind his back. Sometimes at dinner, he.Leave the house. Sleep in the yard. Let Dr. Doom deal with the mess if there is one.."That's okay," Colman
said. "We just have to take some measurements." Without waiting for a reply he walked over to the door, opened it, poked his head in, called back to Stanislau, "This is it.
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Where's Johnson?" and went inside. Stanislau put down the toolbox and followed, then Colman came back out and squatted down to rummage inside it for something.
Veronica appeared and went in with the packing roll, Stanislau came out, Colman went back in with a measure, and a few yards away along the corridor Carson and
Maddock managed to get the picture-crate stuck across an awkward corner. While the SD was half watching them, Fuller came up the stain to ask where Johnson was,
Stanislau waved in the direction of the doorway, and Fuller went in while Colman came out. Carson dropped his end."No, no, Mr. Farrel. I'll distribute the rest of these and
then see if she wants the last one. I'll feed her if I
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